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(1) LAN can use __________ architecture.
[A] peer-to-peer  
[B] client and server  
[C] Both (A) and (B)  
[D] None of these  
Answer: [C]

(2) .......... allows LAN users to share computer programs and data.
[A] Communication server  
[B] Print server  
[C] File server  
[D] All of these  
Answer: [C]

(3) Which of the following memory chips is programmed during the manufacturing process?
[A] RAM  
[B] ROM  
[C] PROM  
[D] EEPROM  
Answer: [B]

(4) A program in execution is called
[A] process  
[B] instruction  
[C] procedure  
[D] function  
Answer: [A]

(5) An inter-company network which used to distribute information, documents files and database, is called as
[A] LAN  
[B] Switch  
[C] WAN  
[D] MAN  
Answer: [A]

(6) The operating system is the most common type of ....... software.
[A] communication  
[B] application
(7) Which of the following executes the computer commands?
[A] Arithmetic unit
[B] Logic unit
[C] Both ‘1’ and ‘2’
[D] Control unit
Answer: [C]

(8) Which of the following topologies is not of broadcast type?
[A] Star
[B] Bus
[C] Ring
[D] All of these
Answer: [B]

(9) .......... is a feature for scheduling and multi-programming to provide an economical interactive system of two or more users.
[A] Time sharing
[B] Multi-tasking
[C] Time tracing
[D] Multi-processing
Answer: [A]

(10) The word processor used by DOS to write the programs or instructions, is
[A] Word Star
[B] Word Pad
[C] Note Pad
[D] MS Word
Answer: [A]

(11) On the motherboard the connection point for chips are referred to as -
[A] slots
[B] sockets
[C] ports
[D] lines
Answer: [B]
(12) The central processing unit is an example of
[A] peripheral
[B] output unit
[C] software
[D] hardware
Answer : [D]

(13) The primary purpose of the windows operating system is
[A] to make the most efficient use of the computer hardware
[B] to allow people to use the computer
[C] to keep systems programmer's employed
[D] to make computers easier to use
Answer : [D]

(14) Which of the following is the main program of MS-DOS?
[A] Boot Record
[B] ID. SYS
[C] MS.DOS. SYS
[D] COMMAND.COM
Answer : [A]

(15) A device operating at the physical layer is called a
[A] bridge
[B] router
[C] repeater
[D] All of these
Answer : [C]

(16) Which of the following refers to a small, single-site network?
[A] PAN
[B] DSL
[C] RAM
[D] USB
Answer : [A]

(17) Memory unit that communicates directly with the CPU is called the
(18) Typical data transfer rate in LAN are of the order of
[A] bits per second
[B] kilo bits per second
[C] mega bits per second
[D] tera bits per second
Answer : [C]

(19) Which computer memory is used for storing programs and data currently being processed by the CPU?
[A] Mass memory
[B] Internal memory
[C] Non-Volatile memory
[D] PROM
Answer : [B]

(20) Encryption and decryption are the functions of
[A] transport layer
[B] session layer
[C] presentation layer
[D] All of the above
Answer : [C]